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TEST 7_ 30036 

 I. (1-10) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each 

sentence: 

    1/ She is worried ___________  the result of her final exam . 

          A. in                   B. on             C. at              D. about 

    2/ You should have the  _____________  check the pipes in your house . 

A. doctor           B. mechanic              C. plumber   D.  electrician 

    3/ I think we should turn on the lights.  

        -_________  . 

         A. OK           B. All right            C. That’s a good idea.       D. All are correct. 

    4/ How about __________  by bike instead of motorbikes? 

A. to travel        B. travel              C. traveling           D. traveled 

    5/ Hung is sick.  _____________ , he can’t go to school. 

A. Therefore         B. And              C. But               D. Because 

   6/  If we __________  talking, we’ll be punished. 

         A. look after             B. go on           C. turn on                D. account for 

   7/  Each item has its own ___________ . 

         A. label            B. name            C. thing        D. resource 

   8/ We ___________  solar panels on the roof of our house to receive the energy 

from the sun. 

        A. keep              B. install                 C. label                    D. innovate 

   9/ Let’s save natural  __________  by using solar energy. 

        A. label            B. name            C. thing       D. resources 

   10/ Please turn  ___________  the air conditioner. It’s so hot.” 

        A off                B. in                 C. on                                 D.  into 
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Answer:  

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____   

     6/ _____       7/ _____         8/ _____          9/ _____           10/ _____   

 

II. (11-12)  Choose the underlined word or phrase(A,B,C, or D) that needs 

correcting: 

    11/ The teacher suggested (A)  that (B) I could (C) buy a good dictionary (D) . 

                                    

    12/  We can save natural  (A) resources with (B) using solar energy instead of 

(C) coal, gas and (D) oil . 

 

Answer: 

     11/ _____        12/ _____         

 

III. (13-16) Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses.   

    13/ I suggest __________  elderly people. ( help) 

    14/ Remember  ____________  off the lights before going out. (turn) 

    15/ Get him __________  the washing machine. ( fix) 

    16/ What about ___________ by bike? ( travel) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____              

 

IV. (17-22)  Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: 

    17/ The new machine he bought last week works ___________ . ( effective) 

    18/ Let’s have an __________ mend the iron.( electric) 
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    19/  __________ ,he finished his work. ( ultimate) 

    20/ We should save our country’s __________ resources . ( nature) 

    21/  _________  ‘s main concern is quality of a new product. ( consume) 

    22/ I’m _________  about my final exam. ( worry) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____           5/ _____    6/ _____   

 

V. (23-28) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage: 

        Electricity is the (23) _________  common  form of energy used today. In the 

modern world, (24) _________ is instantly available at a touch of a switch. 

Electricity gas numerous  (25) _________  . The most common use of electricity is 

to provide artificial lighting. (26) _________  factories, electricity is used to drive 

the electric motors of machines. In offices, electricity is used to light up the (27) 

_________ . It’s also used to operate air- conditioners, computers (28) _________  

many  other machines.  

     

23/ A. many B. much   C. more   D. most 

24/ A. electricity B. water C. gas D. coal 

25/ A. way B. uses  C. labels D. consumers 

26/ A. At B. From C. In D. With 

27/ A. office B. workplace C. machine D. tool 

28/ A. but B. so C. because D. and 

Answer: 
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     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____        6/ 

_____   

VI. (29-32) Read the dialogue and then decide whether the statements that 

follow are true or false. Write True or False in your answersheet: 

   Electricity is also used to power many appliances that we have  in our homes. 

Such appliances include television sets, computers, electric fans, irons  and many 

others. The list is simply endless. Modern Man will most probably be lost without 

electricity. 

   Electricity is generated at power stations. Two-thirds of the power stations in the 

world prduce electricity by means of turbo generators driven by steam. 

 

   True  False 

29/ People use electricity to power many appliances in 

our homes 
_______ _______ 

30/ Electricity is generated at solar energy.   _______  _______  

31/ Life will be lost if there is no electricity.    _______  _______  

32/ Turbo generators are driven by steam.       _______  _______  

 

VII. (33-36) Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the 

sentence printed  before them. 

    33/ Speak English in slass regularly. 

        I suggest __________________________________________________ 
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    34/  He attends the course. He needs to improve his writing.  

        Because __________________________________________________ 

    35/ Why don’t we plant some roses in the garden. 

        I think ____________________________________________________ 

    36/ I’m a doctor, and so is Thuy.  

         Thuy  _____________________________________________________                         

 

 


